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Abstract

This study investigates the use of 16 N in nuclear power plants. Production of 16 N in a
nuclear power plant derives from the 160(np) 16 N reaction. The produced nuclide is
radioactive with a half-life of 713 s emitting mainly photons of 61 MeV. Since
oxygen is mainly found in the water in the reactor tank, the gamma radiation can be
used to obtain information about the water in the reactor.

This report is divided into four parts:

Determination of the water level in the reactor tank.
Two methods have been developed to measure water level. Firstly, the water level in the
reactor tank can be determined by using a vertical line of detectors outside the reactor
tank. Secondly, the water level in the steam generator can be measured using three
detectors placed at different positions around the steam generator.

Experimentalfeasibility testfor 16 N measurements
An experimental feasibility study for measuring water level has also been performed at
the Department of Reactor Physics. It has been found that water level could be
determined by using a simple detector set-UP.

Determination of coolantflow rate
The primary coolant flow rate can be determined by to different methods, the cross-
correlation method and the absolute method. Both methods use two detectors at
different positions along the pipe. The cross-correlation method uses the fact that the
16 N is not homogeneously distributed in the pipe. The absolute method uses the fact that
the 6 N will decay between the detectors. A comparison between the methods is made
and it seems that the cross-correlation method gives more accurate esults.

Determination of thermal power by coolant activity monitoring
Here the thermal power of the reactor is determined y using a single detector
measuring the 16 N in the primary flow. The 16 N activity in the pipe will depend on the
thermal power in the reactor and thus the thermal power can be determined from a
single measurement. A mathematical theory was developed in 1958 and experimental
tests of the method have been made by Russian scientists between 1981 and 1994.
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Sammanfattning

Studien undersöker användningen av 16N i kärnkraftverk. Produktionen av 16N i ett
kärnkraftverk kommer från 16O(n,p)16N reaktionen. Den producerade nukliden är
radioaktiv med en halveringstid på 7.13 s och den sönderfaller under utsändande av 6.1
MeV fotoner. Då syre huvudsakligen finns i vattnet i reaktortanken kan
gammastrålningen användas för att få information om vattnet i reaktorn.

Rapporten är indelad i fyra delar:

Bestämning av vattennivån i reaktortanken
Två metoder har utvecklats för att mäta vattennivån. Dels kan vattennivån i
reaktortanken bestämmas genom att använda ett flertal vertikalt placerade detektorer
utanför reaktortanken, dels kan vattennivån i ånggeneratorn mätas genom att använda
tre detektorer placerade runt omkring ånggeneratorn.

Experimentell pilotstudie för bestämning av vattennivå med 16N
En experimentell pilotstudie för mätning av vattennivå har genomförts vid Avdelningen
för Reaktorfysik. Man har visat att vattennivån kan bestämmas genom att använda en
enkel mätuppställning.

Bestämning av kylvattenflödet
Kylvattenflödet kan bestämmas genom två olika metoder, korskorrelationsmetoden och
absolutmetoden. Båda metoderna använder sig av två detektorer längs röret. Kors-
korrelationsmetoden använder sig av att 16N inte är homogent fördelat i röret.
Absolutmetoden utnyttjar att 16N sönderfaller på vägen mellan detektorerna. En
jämförelse mellan metoderna görs och det verkar som om kors-korrelationsmetoden ger
mer exakta resultat.

Bestämning av termisk effekt genom övervakning av kylvattenflödet
Här bestäms den termiska effekten i reaktorn genom att använda sig av en enda detektor
för att mäta 16N i primärkretsen. Aktiviteten av 16N i röret kommer att bero av den
termiska effekten i reaktorn och med hjälp av detta kan den termiska effekten
bestämmas genom en enda mätning. En matematisk modell utvecklades 1958 och
experimentella undersökningar av metoden har gjorts av ryska forskare mellan 1981 och
1994.
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Part :
Determination of the water level n the reactor tank

Background

Monitoring of the water level in a reactor is important. The water level is a variable
relevant to safety and it is therefore necessary to apply diverse measuring systems to
it[l].

In boiling water reactors, the steam generation leads to a water-steam mixture in the
reactor annular space and reactor plenum 2]. Therefore, the measurement is
complicated by the fact that the mixture level differs from the measured collapsed water
level, i.e. the water level without boiling.

In most boiling water reactors the liquid level is today determined by means of
differential pressure drop measurements in the downcomer. The instruments used have
the advantage of being robust and simple and can be used over very long times.
However, the readings from these instruments may b difficult to interpret during
transient conditions, which may exist during an accident situation. Therefore, water
level monitors must be able to indicate rapidly and clearly when the cooling of the
reactor core is lost 2].

Another method is based on a heated junction thermocouple probe [3]. The probe
contains a dual thermocouple with one heated junction and one unheated. An output
voltage from the thermoelement indicates that there xists a temperature difference
between the junctions. A change in signal could mean that the cooling capacity of the
surrounding coolant is insufficient to cool the heated junction, which indicates a change
in water level. The disadvantage of this method is that the output signal is very small (in
the order of millivolts). The signal could thus easily be disturbed by other phenomena
occurring during a reactor transient.

The aim of this work is to experimentally investigate the possibility of using "N to
measure the water level in a vertical pipe. The set-up could in the future be used to
measure water level in a reactor vessel.

Review of previous works

The method described in this part uses gamma radiation to determine the water level in
the reactor tank. Two method have been tried: the first method uses the 16N in the
primary water 1,4], while the second method uses gmma radiation emitted directly
from the core [ 1, 5]. The second method does not utilise 16 N it will therefore not be
discussed any further here.

The first method has been applied for determination f water level in a steam generator
by using the activity in the primary water 1]. The secondary water is a two-phase
mixture with an unknown density and an unknown dnsity distribution. In this case, the
gamma source used is the radioactive primary water in the U-tubes. Several factors
affect the amount of radioactivity: reactor power, burn up conditions, concentration of
oxygen in the primary water, mass flow of the primary water and concentration of
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activated corrosion products and fissions products in the primary water. During full
power, the average concentration of 16 N is 37 M[Bq/cM3 in the steam generator.

Calculations were made using three detectors at different positions around the steam
generator (Figure 1). By combining the signals from the three detectors, the dependence
on unknown parameters of the water, e.g. density and void fraction, can be eliminated.
A part of the algorithm was investigated experimentally at the ZFR zero power reactor
both for a positive and a negative power gradient. The maximum divergence from the
true value was 25 cm 0.6-5.5%).

Figure 1: Detector set-up with three detectors around the steam generator. From [1].

In Ref 1] it is pointed out that it is not possible to use the same detector set-up to
measure the water level in the reactor tank in a BWR since there are two gamma
sources, the core and the primary water. The 16 N is the greatest portion of the gamma
flux outside the vessel in the area of the steam generator. The gamma radiation is
relevant for the measurements in the area in the water steam separator. A method
including a number of detectors at different heights outside the reactor tank is suggested
(Figure 2. The signal depends on the attenuation in the water and the distance between
the source and detector. This makes the detector signal different above and under the
water level. The detectors (ion chambers are suggested) should be well collimated and
directed perpendicular to the vessel. A quotient is formed, which is independent of the
specific activity in the primary water. This set-up was tested through calculations and it
was found that this would be a possible way of measuring the primary water level.

The method of measuring the water level in the reactor tank with a multi-detector set-up
have been investigated experimentally 4]. Eight scintillation detectors were placed
outside the reactor pressure vessel (Figure 2 The signals from the detectors were used
as input to a neural network. The neural network was trained with both experimental
and simulated data.

A differential pressure-measuring transmitter is integrated in a bypass pipe, so the water
level (collapsed water level) is measured in this bypass. Because of the steam generation
in the reactor core and steam fraction in the content water, there exist water-steam
mixture levels in the reactor annular space and reactor plenum, which differ clearly
from those in the bypass level. A further reason for the differences between the present
water levels in the reactor pressure vessel and the indicated level is caused by flow
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dependent pressure difference. This phenomenon is ell known for conventional steam
generators.

Radiation sources during power operation are 16 N gamma radiation and prompt gamma
radiation as a product of the nuclear fission. The concentration distribution of the 16N

corresponds to the densities of water and steam. The measurable gamma radiation is
determined by distance law, absorption of radiation nd secondary radiation.

This system was tested for two years in the German ]nuclear Power Plant BrunsbOttel
(BWR) both for zero power operation and full power operation. Good correlation was
found between calculated and real water level for an experiment where the water level
was decreased at zero power operation. A transient by power operation during a load
variation was also tested and it was found that the neural network could calculate the
mixture level correctly in this case too.

The main difference between zero power operation and full power operation is that in
zero power operation there is almost no production of 16 N, but the main gamma source
is the core and activated materials.

A detailed description of an algorithm that can be used to measure water level can be
found in 2].

Figure 2 Multi-detector set-up around the reactor tank. From 2].
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Part 2:

Experimental feasibility test for N measurements of
Water Level

These experiments has been published as a technical note in Kerntechnik (Vol. 67, No.
5-6, Nov. 2002) under the title "A method of water level detection in boiling water
reactors using the 16N decay".

Experimental set-up

The experiment described in this part was performed at the Department of Reactor
Physics, Chalmers University of Technology, Gbteborg Sweden.

14 MeV neutrons from a neutron generator activated during one second water in a 60
cm long, 10 cm diameter vertical pipe (Figure 3 After the activation the detector
response of two detectors due to gamma radiation from the 16 N-decay was recorded.
The neutron generator was turned off during detector recording since the neutron
generator produces intense gamma radiation, which, with the used system, blocks the
recording from the detectors during operation of the neutron generator. The water in the
pipe was mixed by a magnetic stir to distribute the ativated water as homogeneously as
possible. A flux of air was injected continuously from the bottom of the pipe to simulate
a boiling water reactor.

The neutron target of the generator was placed at the lower part of the tank. The neutron
flux during the activation was 1011 /s. Two BGO-detectors with diameters of cm
were placed at two different heights 20 cm and 36 cm respectively. The detectors were
collimated with lead and iron, see Figures 35. The water level could be lowered using
an electrical water vent placed at the lower part of the pipe. The transparent pipe was
graded and observed by a video camera so that a eference level could be determined.
The level was lowered in steps of cm. At each water level five neutron pulses were
produced and the detector responses after each pulse were summed up. The generated
gamma radiation was detected during one minute after each activation pulse.

The detector signals were corrected for variations i the neutron flux since the amount
of activated water depends on the neutron flux. The neutron flux was monitored with a
neutron detector during the activation.



0
cm 0 0 0
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Figure 3 A schematic sketch over the experimental set-up

Figure 4 Photograph of the set-up, showing the transparent water pipe.
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Figure 5: The experimental set-up.

Results

Figure 6 shows the detected signals for detector I (at 20 cm height) and detector 2 (at 36
cm height). It can be seen from the figure that the signal is almost constant when the
water level is decreased from 60 cm down to the height of the detectors. When the water
level passes the detectors the signal decreases significantly. The decrease in signal can
be observed at the interval 15 to 25 cm for detector I and 30 to 45 cm for detector 2 It
can be observed from Figure 6 that the detector signals are of different size.
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Figure 6 Recorded 6N activity. DI and D2 denote the axial positions of the two
detectors.

In Figure 7 the signal ratio of detector I and detector 2 is shown. As expected and as
can be seen from the figure, the sensitivity of the ratio to the water level is low when the
level is far below or above both the detectors. Maximum sensitivity is obtained in a
region between the detectors.

In order to interpret the experimental results, a simple calculation of the detector
responses has been made. In this model, the 6N activity is assumed to be
homogeneously distributed in the water. A constant background level has been added to
reflect the contribution from activated oxygen in the air and material in the vicinity of
the neutron generator in the experiment. The results are shown in figure .

Discussion

The detector response in figure 6 shows that in principle the water level could be
measured with a string of detectors, axially to the pipe, simulating the reactor vessel.
However, not only the water level, but also variations in the total neutron flux, or the
power level of the reactor would affect the detector response. A better detector system,

less sensitive to variations in reactor power, can be obtained by taking the ratio of the
activity recorded by the detectors thereby reducing the effects of variations in neutron

flux (Figure 7.

As has been shown in Refs 4] and 6] the accuracy could be improved by using the
signal from a string of detectors as input into a neural network that would yield the

water level as output.
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Figure 7 Ratio of recorded activity in the two detectors.
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Figure 8:11: Simulated detector response from Figure 82: Simulated detector response from
two uncollimated detectors two collimated detectors
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Figure 8:3: Simulated ratio of detector signals Figure 8:4: Simulated ratio of detector signals
from two uncollimated detectors from two collimated detectors

Figure 8: Simulated detector responses with 8:2 and 8:4) and without (8:1 and 8:3)
collimation.

Conclusions

Measurements of water level with 16 N have been shown to be possible in a laboratory
scale. With a multi detector set-up along a larger water pipe irradiated by a neutron
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generator together with calculation tools it would be possible to simulate and evaluate
the performance of water level measurement systems for nuclear reactors.
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Part 3:

Determination of coolant flow rate

Different methods

Determination of coolant flow rate using 6N can be ade using two different methods,
the cross-correlation method and the absolute method. Both uses two detectors placed at
a known distance from each other along the reactor coolant loop pipe (Figure 9.

N-16 activity
from the core

Detector I Detector 2

Figure 9 Set-upfor determination of coolantflow rate.

The cross-correlation method

The cross-correlation method makes use of the fact tat 16 N in the pipe is not
homogeneously distributed in the pipe. There are several reasons for this, e.g. power
fluctuations in the core and incomplete mixing of 16 N in the pipe. Also, there are
significant differences in the 16 N concentrations produced in high and low power fuel
assemblies. Since the flow is turbulent, there are also inhomogeneities due to large-scale
vortices in the flow, which are stable for considerable distances. The turbulence will
even out the inhomogeneities. Also, there is a velocity profile in the pipe, which will
change the flow pattern of the activity.

The two detectors along the pipe will measure the same fluctuations in the 16 N activity
in the pipe, but with a time delay between them Figure 10). The detector signals are
cross-correlated to determine the time delay between them. The time delay corresponds
to the fluid transport between the detectors. The average water velocity can be
determined since the distance between the detectors is known.
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R

Figure IO: Measured time signalfrom two detectors at different positions along the
pipe. From 7].

The cross-correlation method for measuring the coolant flow in nuclear power plants
was first described in a U.S. patent 7].

Ref [8] has listed some of the experiments where the cross-correlation method has been
used before 1984 (Table 1). It can be seen that the accuracy is in the order of 12% in all
these experiments with a measurement time in the order of minutes. Other authors have
reported accuracies of the same order of magnitude 910]. Ref [10] reports that the
reproducibility of the method is better than 0.5%.

A comparison has been made between cross-correlation methods of 16 N with another
intrusive cross-correlation method, the ultrasonic cross-correlation flow meter. It was
found that the agreement between the two methods is better than I [IO].

Ref [8] has also investigated the long-term stability of the measurements. Their flow
meter system has been used for 18 months to measure the coolant flow rate at Paks
PWR in Hungary with an accuracy of less than 2.
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Table 1: Some of the experiments where the cross-correlation method was used. From
[8].

Date Nuclear power Detector Accuracy Measure- Checking
plant ment time

1970-74 Prairie Island-2, Ion chamber 1.5% 5- 1 0 min. Calculation
USA

1975 RGE-Ginna, Ion chamber <1% 5- 1 0 min. Lead. edge flow
USA meter

1976* Fessenheim-1, Scintillation
France detector

1977-82 WWR-SM, Spec. ion 2% 5- 1 0 min. Orifice plate
Hungary chamber

1979 Tricdestin- 1, Scintillation :2.5% Few min. Enthalpy
France detector balance

1980 Gravelines- 1, Ion chamber ,2.5% Few min. enthalpy
France balance

1980-81 Cyrus and RAPS- Scintillation 2.5% Few min. Orifice plate
1, India detector

1980** Arcansas Nucl.-2, Ultrasonic 1% Not known Not known
USA detector

1981 Dampierre-3, Ion chamber <1.5% 5- 1 0 min. Enthalpy
France balance

1981 RBM-K, URSS Scintillation 1-5% Not known Not known
detector

1982 Dampierre-3, Ion chamber <1.5% On-line few Enthalpy
France min. balance

1983-84 Paks-1, Hungary Spec. ion <2% On-line/six Enthalpy
chamber loops 6.6 balance

min.
Feasibility study

** Test results were gained during the pre- and post-core hot functional testing

The statistical error in the cross-correlation method has been investigated [ 1 1, 12].

A theoretical expression was derived in 12] and compared to experimental data. In the
experiments sodium (measured by thermocouples) and air (measured by hot-wire
anemometers) were used. Three parameters were changed: distance between the
detectors, the frequency range of the filters and the easurement time. It was found that
there was an optimal distance between the detectors where the error was at a minimum.
The minimum error was 306% for air and 076% for sodium for a certain flow at the
optimal distance.

The absolute method

Another method to measure the flow is the absolute method. This method uses the fact
that the number of counts in the detector is proportional to the activity of 16 N. Since the
half-life of16 N is short, the activitz will be lower in the second detector than in the first
one. With the known half-life of N, the activity difference gives the transit time
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between the detection points. With a well-defined distance between the detectors the
coolant flow rate can be determined.

The method has been described in Refs [ 3 and [ 1 4].

Ref [ 3 reports several experiments using the absolute method.
• Two NaI(TI) detectors were used in the Novovoronezhkskii WWER-440 reactor and

the flow was determined to 5 1 00 m 3/h compared to 5200 M3 /h from standard
measurements.

• At the Armyansk NPP an error of 1.5% was measured compared to standard
measurements. However, the estimated total error in the measurement was 67%.

• Measurements were made at the Southern Ukrainian and Kalininsk NPPs. The error
was here 35% in the main circulating loops and 23% through the core with a
confidence of 095.

Ref 14] used a refined version of the absolute method, taking into account the different
detector efficiencies as well as the different attenuation coefficients for different coolant
densities. The following equation was used:

G 2AV
In �Nj )+ In( N12 ) + 2 In( jo2 Go 'jo2

N2 N21 AGO(pl)

where G is the coolant flow rate, is the decay constant, N, and N2 are the counting
rates in the detectors, V is the effective volume of coolant between the detectors, N2 is

the counting rate of the second detector at the first position, p is the coolant density and
Go(p) is the attenuation factor as a function of the density.

GM-counters were used to measure the flow rate in a WVVER reactor. One of these was
placed at the primary circuit coolant at the outlet of the reactor, while the other was
placed after the coolant has passed the steam generator. Taking all error sources into
account, it was calculated that the total error in the coolant flow rate is 67%.

It was also investigated how this method worked for different water flow rates. The
flow rate in one of the main circulating loops was decreased from 8000 to 4000 m'/h It
was found that the measured value differed from the real value mainly at lower flow
rates 6000 M3 /h).
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Advantages and disadvantages

A comparison between these two methods has been made 8,13]. The advantages and
disadvantages of the two methods have been compiled in Table 2.

Table 2 A comparison between the absolute method and the cross-correlation method.
From 8,13].

Ad Disadvantages
Absolute method 0 Satisfactory dynamics 0 Exact value only for long

9 Low calculations effort coolant transport time
between detectors

0 Requires extremely
accurate calibration
between the detectors

0 High sensitivity to
background

Cross-correlation method 0 Satisfactory long-term a High computational
stability and accuracy expenditure

* Can be used even in the 0 Exact values only for
presence of a large short transport time

I background I between detectors

Ref 13] concludes that a combination of these rnethods would make it possible to
exclude the disadvantages of each one. However, Ref [8] considers the absolute method
an impractical method for measuring the flow accurately enough.

From the above it can be concluded that the cross-correlation method gives more
accurate results compared to the absolute method.
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Part 4:

Determination of thermal power ]y coolant activity
monitoring

Background

An important factor in providing safe operation in a uclear power plant is to determine
the thermal power of the reactor accurately. One method that has been suggested is to
measure the amount of 16 N in the primary coolant flow. The principle of the method is
that the induced 16 N activity in the coolant is directly proportional to the neutron flux in
the core, hence to reactor power level. The measurement of the 16 N activity is made at a
point downstream from the reactor coolant outlet. This method uses only one detector
(Figure I ), where the total activity of 16 N is measured. In contrast to the flow rate
determination described above this method should ideally be independent of the coolant
flow rate. With one exception, this method has only been investigated by a group of
Russian scientists.

N-16 activity
from the core

Detector

Figure II: Set-up for measurement of reactor thermal power.

Review of previous work

The first calculations and experiments to determine ractor thermal power by
monitoring the 16 N activity in the coolant were made as early as 1958 [15]. It was
investigated how the 16 N activity changes immediately after a step power change at
constant flow rate and also how the 16 N activity changes after a step flow change at
constant power. In both cases it was found that the activity would change until the water
had passed the loop a few times until a steady activity is reached. Thus the transient
time is dependent on the loop time of the coolant Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Transient change of activity after a change of reactor powerfor two cases.
Here a] and a2 isfraction of loop time spent in reactor andfraction of loop time to go
from reactor outlet to detector, T is loop time, t is the time measuredfrom reactor inlet
and tH is the half-life of 16N. From [151.

In the calculations it was assumed that the thermal neutron flux in the core is uniform.
The effect of nonuniform flux is largest when the loop time is large or the loop fraction
time of the water in the core is large. The theoretical calculations were investigated
experimentally at the National Reactor Testing Station, USA. In these experiments, the
control rod configuration was not changed and the flow rate was the same during the
whole experiment. It was found that there is a linear relationship between the detector
signal and the reactor power, where the power was changed between I and 100 of
nominal power (Figure 13). The different curves come from different experimental runs.
The variation in slope is attributed to variation of the impurity concentrations in the
coolant.
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Figure 13: The measured linear relationship between detector signal and reactor
power. From [151.

Ref 13] has compiled some experiments made with his technique. The linear
relationship found by Ref 15] has been confirmed in measurements performed in the
first and third core of the Novovoronezhskii nuclear I ower plant 14-50% of nominal
power). Similar results were found in the Armyansk'WWER-440 reactor (20- 1 00 of
nominal power).

Comparative studies

There have been a few studies comparing this method of measuring reactor power with
other methods. These are reviewed below.

Ref [ 1 6] has measured the thermal power at the first two power-generating units of the
Kalinin power plant. A system using 16 N in the coolant was compared to a standard
system. It was shown that during more than one year of operation, the difference
between the two methods was less than 4 with a confidence probability of 0.95. This
shows that the method is not affected by the accumulation Of 239pU in the core. This
could affect the 16 N in two ways, firstly 4 more energy is released when 239pU fission
than in the case of 235 U and secondl Y, 239pU contains a larger amount of fission neutrons
with energy >IO MeV. This is important since the threshold energy of the 16 0(np) 16 N
reaction is approximately 10 MeV.

Ref 17] has performed experiments at the first unit of the Armyan nuclear power
station. The N data was compared to the thermal blance measurements. Thermal
balance measurements are based on temperature differences of the coolant in the hot
and cold leg by using thermocouples. The results from the measurements show that the
measured power from the two methods coincides with the limits of measurement. The
results were also compared to the power calculated by a simulation program.

Ref [ 1 8] has developed a system for measuring reactor parameters on the first two
power plants of the South-Ukraine and Kalinin nuclear power stations (WNVER I 000).
The system combines the 6N signal from a detectorat the coolant and a power meter
installed under the reactor vessel, measuring the neutrons from the core. For the same
thermal power the effective centre of the core as a neutron source may appear to be
shifted upward or downward, varying the reading of the detector under the reactor
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vessel. This could erroneously be interpreted as fluctuations of the thermal power.
However, the detector on the coolant pipe will not be affected appreciably by such a
change. The following expression was derived to determine the thermal power:

2

W CO CINPM +2 N PM
PM NLS

where Wpm is the thermal output of the reactor, Npm is the signal from the detector

under the reactor vessel, Ns is the signal from the detector at the coolant pipe and co, cl
andC2are constants. From the same measurements, the axial offset (AO) can be
determined:

AO = do di Npm
NLS

where do and di are calibration coefficients.

The measurements of this system were compared to data obtained from conventional
instruments and the agreement was found to be satisfactory. The difference between
WLS (thermal effect determined from activity measurements only), Wpm and WT
(thermal power determined from heat balance) was less than 1.5% at nominal thermal
output. The system was also tested for various states of the core at nominal power and it
was shown that the error was 12% for a confidence probability of 095.

Similar measurements have been made in 19] using a detector under the reactor vessel
and a detector at the coolant loop. Measurements were made in the first unit of the
Armyan nuclear power station (WWER-440). This system can determine the thermal
power with an error of 12%.

Advantages and disadvantages

Refs 13] and 15] have reviewed some of the advantages and disadvantages of the
method.

The advantages of this method are that it is simple, it is independent of rod
configuration and the detectors are not exposed to neutron flux. The accuracy is also
very good. There are also some disadvantages with the method. According to Ref [ 151
transient response-to-load-change characteristics are not completely satisfactory for
rapid changes. In addition, some means for occasional thermal power calibration is
required, due to depletion of fuel with the consequent requirement of a higher thermal
flux to produce the same power.

Another disadvantage is that this method is very dependent on a correct calibration of
the detector. Also, the method is not suitable for detecting quick changes in the reactor
power since it will take some time before the 16 N activity reaches a stable level after a
change in reactor power. It is also unclear if the core geometry affects the results.
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